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Dear Friends 
      of Walnut Grove,

How time really flies!  I can’t 

believe I am writing this, to 

once again greet you and wish 

you and yours the best of the 

Christmas season.  It’s a season 

that’s full of hope because the 

Child, the Savior of the world, 

is born.  What an awe-inspiring 

reality to hold onto as we all 

endeavor to understand and find 

meaning in the challenges that 

have darkened our world.

At this moment in our history, 

we have only two choices.  We 

can either be part of this world 

which sometimes can seem 

dark or we can be different 

and shine as lights.  It is easy 

and much more comfortable to 

just conform to this world, to 

simply go with the flow, living a 

life of least resistance.  But as 

Christians, we have been called 

to be lights:  “You are the light of 

the world.” (Mt 5:14-16)  

We can be the beacon of hope 

that people are looking for.  

May the example of our works, 

thoughts, and speech reflect 

the TRUTH, the difference 

between good and evil, thus 

illuminating the light of Christ.  

As St. Josemaría tells us:  “Our 

actions should reflect what we 

know.  The knowledge that we 

have must be translated in our 

daily lives.  That’s what Christ is 

telling us” (Friends of God, 218).

May the love of Christ fill your 

homes this Christmas, and may 

faith and hope be your treasures 

in the New Year!  

~ Cynthia Abesa

President’s Letter
From the Prelate ~
Opus Dei Formation from Rome

Due to WIT publishing deadlines, last 
year we were unable to print the text of 
the Prelate’s Christmas video message for 
2020.  However, since his words are as 
inspiring this year as they were last year, we 
include them here to add to the joy and spiritual vitality of 
your Advent and Christmas.
 
Alluding to the pandemic, Monsignor Fernando Ocáriz, 
the Prelate of Opus Dei, noted that our current difficulties 
“should spur us, especially during Christmas time, to …pray a 
lot for the whole world, [w]hile also uniting ourselves to the 
prayer of the Pope, who carries on his shoulders the whole 
Church, and also in some way the whole world.”

Echoing words of Don Alvaro del Portillo, a previous Opus 
Dei prelate, Monsignor Ocáriz affirmed that “Our Lord 
was born to die for us.  So may we, with our self-giving, try 
in some way to imitate our Lord …in our spirit of service, 
in giving ourselves to the others.  May Christmas be a time 
especially for this …[a]nd may we …also outdo ourselves in 
self-giving, in service to the others.”

Remembering the poverty of Christ’s birth, the Prelate 
encouraged, “Therefore, we too need to always be happy, also 
when one has to suffer, with joy, with the joy of the children 
of God, with the joy of knowing we are loved by our Lord, 
although often we are unable to comprehend the dimensions 
of God’s love for us.”

To watch the Prelate’s message, go to
https://opusdei.org/en-us/video/christmas-video-from-
monsignor-ocariz/ 

Advent is here. What 
a marvelous time in 
which to renew your 
desire, your nostalgia, 
your real longing for 
Christ to come — for 
him to come every 
day to your soul in the 
Eucharist. The Church 
encourages us: Ecce 
veniet! — He is about 
to arrive!  

St. Josemaría Escrivá, 
The Forge, 548
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Faith & Reason 
Classes 

offered both in person and online 
First Saturdays of the month, beginning 
February, 2022, 2:00p – 3:30p
For Zoom link, go to https://www.
walnutgrovecenter.org/faith-and-reason-
classes

Opus Dei Women’s 
Recollections

St. Andrew’s Pastoral Center, Pasadena
J. Serra Catholic High School, Orange County
Holy Innocents Church, Long Beach
St. Mary Magdalen Chapel, Camarillo
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, San Diego                       

For details, go to https://www.
walnutgrovecenter.org/recollections

Opus Dei Women’s Retreats
• March 11 – 13, 2022
• April 8 – 10, 2022
• October 21 – 23, 2022
• November 11 – 13, 2022

Mary and Joseph Retreat Center
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275

For details, go to https://www.
walnutgrovecenter.org/retreats 

Family Enrichment
First Decisions (Online)
A course on self-improvement, 
strengthening marriage, and uplifting family 
life, focusing on children aged 8 – 11 
January – June, 2022

To register, go to https://www.
familyenrichmentla.com/registration-first-
decisions

Aster Study Center 
Leadership Programs

Creative Cuisine
Girls 6th & 7th grade
For more information, go to 
https://www.asterstudycenter.org/creative-
cuisine-living-essentials 

Living Essentials
Girls 8th grade
For more information, go to 
https://www.asterstudycenter.org/creative-
cuisine-living-essentials 

Stepping Up
Girls 9th & 10th grades
For more information, go to 
https://www.asterstudycenter.org/stepping-up 

College Prep
Girls 11th & 12th grades
For more information, go to 
https://www.asterstudycenter.org/
collegeprep 

     upcomingevents
Opus Dei Women’s Activities

Amoris Laetitia Family Year

Celebrating the joy of familial love, Pope Francis announced a Year of the Family, closing on June 26, 2022, 
as a commemoration of his exhortation Amoris Laetitia.  He stressed that when families make the active 
decision to share the love of Christ in their own homes, they can become “a light in the darkness of the 
world” (AL, 66). 

One initiative of the Amoris Laetitia Year of the Family is a series of monthly videos on the subject, illustrating 
practical ways for Catholic families to grow in virtue and love.  In the opening video, Walking Together, Pope 
Francis iterates the importance of tackling challenges and obstacles together as a family rather than facing 
them alone.  He urges us to be a source of mercy wherever family life is struggling.  He also states that every 
person is called to care for the life of the family and that families are never a burden, but a blessing.  Having 
recourse to spiritual direction and/or pastoral marriage counseling fosters virtues including humility that 
can be a source of strength and flourishing for family relationships.

Subsequent episodes cover such topics as “Love in Marriage,” “The Vocation of the Family,” and “Fruitful 
Love”.  Each video is accompanied with a guide filled with testimonies, prayers, and points of reflection to 
strengthen familial and marital virtues.  The videos reveal how precious life and the family unit truly are, a 
fitting reminder as the world continues to struggle through the pandemic.

Perhaps this week after dinner or before bed, you could initiate family discussions on how to share Christ’s 
light in the home, and through watching the videos and examining the guides, your family could make new 
resolutions to foster joy and peace right where they are. 

St Joseph, guardian of the Holy Family, pray for us! 

~ Anna Livia Brady

$
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Trying to get a handle on where your 
money is going?  Want to learn how 
to hang onto that money longer and 
make it stretch farther, especially 
with Christmas shopping looming?  
Twenty moms did just that during 
an interactive online presentation 
this fall on How to Make and Live 
a Family Budget, presented by guest 
speaker Rosemary Kite, who has over 
50 years of experience in the non-
profit sector.  It was a challenging 
but fun morning of budget theories 
(what and why), practical tips on 
how to create a budget, and most of 
all, stories and real-life anecdotes of 
family budget experiences.

Raised with 11 siblings in a single-
income household (her father 
worked as a delivery man, while 
her mother stayed at home), Ms. 
Kite learned as a youngster the 
art and science of living on a tight 
budget.   Her parents’ dollars had 
to stretch far and wide, as all 12 
children attended Catholic school. 
Furthermore, her own number 
crunching started early, when she 
had to find ingenious means to pay 
her own way through college.

The talk commenced with the why 
of budgeting – so that one spends 
money wisely to enable purchasing 
family necessities – in order to still 
have funds available for unexpected 
occurrences.  Proceeding to the what 
of budgeting, Ms. Kite explained 
that it is a tool, a means to an end.  
That end is a working financial plan 
to spend family funds carefully, 
determining how much to allocate 
for goods, services, and savings, 
while facilitating thoughtful use 
of money, instead of emotionally-
charged or impulse buying.  Sharing 
her screen (Thank you, Zoom!) to 
craft a simple spreadsheet for a 
middle-income family, Ms. Kite 
created an actual family budget step 
by step, incorporating suggestions 
and questions from attendees.

The best part of the talk, however, 
was in realizing the advantages 
of this good habit.  The family 
not only is able to live within its 
means, but the process of budgeting 
encourages virtues such as order and 
temperance.  That results in security, 
peace, and serenity, which creates a 
healthier, happier, more contented 
family home, and who wouldn’t 
want that?

~ Carmen Antonio

Zooming to a Family Budget

Advent EditionAdvent Edition
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The Camarillo Girls’ Club is designed to foster, advance, and assist in the formation of Christian and 
human virtues of girls in their early formative ages, from 4 to 7 years old. Yes! That young. Science 
shows that the mind goes through the most dramatic changes and can absorb immeasurable amounts 
of information in the very early years of life. Our goal for the club is to form these beautiful sprouting 
hearts into hearts capable of understanding the difference between “good choices” and “poor choices,” in 
the hopes that they exercise their freedom in the service of the good from a very young age.

The club was started by four moms with high ideals for their daughters. Each mom contributes her own 
specific strengths and talents, so we work well together as a team. We’ve been gratified and humbled to 
see how involved the attendees’ moms are in volunteering to bring snacks and to lead crafts or activities.

We have a total of 25 girls registered for the 2021-2022 year. We hold meetings once a month, outdoors, 
at one of the moms’ homes. After some initial play time, we divide the girls into two age groups. While 
one group receives a virtue talk, the other does a craft or activity that ties into that month’s character 
trait. After a snack, the two groups switch. The club ends with tidying up to fun clean-up songs.

Aside from aiming at Christian formation and character development of the girls, the club’s main goal is 
to help them understand, witness, and live good friendships with each other. That’s why we promote an 
atmosphere of warmth and fun where everyone is included, and everyone is considered. We believe no 
seed is planted in vain, and we hope that fun memories of Girls’ Club will forever be imprinted in these 
young girls’ hearts.

~ Lucia Marquez

Spotlight: Camarillo

Young Hearts Ready to GROW!

Women Seeking Women Seeking 
HolinessHoliness
At Home, At Work and At Home, At Work and 
At PlayAt Play

Advent Traditions to Brighten your Home 

Catholic Parenting Ideas for the Holidays

Teresa, 
whose children are aged 3 – 17, shared, “Our family will light up the Advent wreath and pray our family prayer.  I am still working on painting different characters for the wreath, but you can see the sheep and the Nativity from the photo (above).  We also make family Christmas cards to send to friends every year.  In the past, we only included our family photo and the words ‘Merry Christmas’ 

on the card.  However, one year, we questioned why 
only our family pictures were on the card when we were 
celebrating Jesus’ birthday!  From that point onward, we 
made sure that we included our Advent wreath nativity scene in our yearly Christmas cards!“We don’t give our kids Christmas gifts, since they receive 
plenty of gifts from grandparents and extended family.  
We would much rather teach them the joy of giving.  

Our parish participates in a program called the Family 
Giving Tree, to give gifts to kids and teens in low-income families.  Every year, each of our kids gets to choose a gift tag from the tree and buy a gift for the child named on the gift tag.  Last year, we were not able to do it because of the pandemic, so our kids each named a charity that they wanted to donate to, and we made donations to those charities.”

Meg, 
who has children 

aged 4 – 13, explained, “We put 

a manger out on the dining table and a 

bowl next to it with straw, or pieces of yarn.  

Every time the kids make a sacrifice, like helping 

a sibling or doing an unsolicited chore, they can put 

of piece of straw in the manger.  The goal is to make a 

nice, soft bed for baby Jesus to lie in by Christmas.  

“We do the same at Easter with ‘sacrifice beans’ in a 

jar. On Easter morning, the regular, old beans have 

turned into jelly beans!   And the jar is filled to 

the brim with jelly beans, even if the sacrifice 

beans haven’t made it up to the top, 

to show that God blesses us 

abundantly.”

In celebration of Advent, WIT asked readers to share the traditions their families follow to welcome Jesus into their homes and the world. 

With these traditions and many 

more, we can each live holiness at home during the 

holidays, helping our families welcome Christ, the light of 

the world, into our homes and our lives.  

Blessed Advent to you all!

Molly, 
whose children range 

in age from five to “coming soon,” 

said, “We keep things very simple and 

pretty traditional.  At the beginning of Advent, 

we pull out the Advent wreath, light the candles 

during dinner time, and sing one verse of ‘Oh Come, 

Oh Come Emmanuel.’  It’s easy, but very appealing to 

little kids, as they can visualize the anticipation of Christmas.  

Like many families, we also put out shoes the night before 

St. Nicholas’ Day, December 6, and in the morning, they’re 

filled with chocolate coins.  We also put up the nativity scene, 

without the baby Jesus until Christmas morning.  We use the 

Fontanini nativity scene, which is great because it looks nice 

but isn’t breakable if the kids want to play with it.  It’s 

their way to enter into the scene of the Nativity.  Of 

course, we also have lots of more secular traditions 

– Christmas tree, lights, cookies.  We love to 

create the joy of Christmas in ways 

both human and divine.”

To commemorate the 150th anniversary of St. Joseph being 
proclaimed the patron of the Universal Church, Pope Francis named 
this past year a Year of St. Joseph.  This blessed year comes to an end 
on December 8, 2021, the Solemnity of the Immaculate Conception.  
How appropriate to crown this Year of St. Joseph with the feast 
that celebrates Our Lady’s conception without sin.  St. Joseph lived 
out his life protecting Mary and Jesus and providing a livelihood for 
them, all the while safeguarding Our Lady’s honor and chastity.  In the 
decree proclaiming the Year of St. Joseph, Pope Francis characterized 
St. Joseph, a working father, as loving, obedient, and “creatively 
courageous,” an example for each of us to “strengthen [our] life of 
faith daily in the complete fulfillment of God’s will.”

As this Year of St. Joseph draws to an end, we can keep the saint 
close to our hearts and extend the blessings and spiritual benefits 
of his patronage by reading one of the many books on the man St. 
Josemaría called, “master of the interior life.”  For example, in Joseph 
of Nazareth by Federico Suarez, the author highlights several 
characteristics of St. Joseph, including his humility, his self-giving, and his 
steadfastness.  The reflection on St. Joseph’s approach to parenting is 
particularly helpful.  Suarez notes, “It is a question of neither extreme 
– distrust or overconfidence – but of knowing your children, knowing 
their friends, taking an interest in their activities, listening to them… 
Above all, it means loving them so much that you can detect the first 
symptoms of something going wrong and then nip the evil in the bud.”  
Later, Suarez continues with, “…parents have a duty to be courageous 
enough to relinquish their dreams for their children so that the 
children can have, and fulfill, their own dreams.”

Keep St. Joseph, with his courage, wisdom, and humility, close to you 
for many years to come by reading often about this most holy saint.

~ Jane Reckart
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In the continuing series of Mornings for Moms, “seasoned” mom and grandmom, 
Dora Olaiz, gave a presentation titled, Creating Kitchen Systems that Work.  Dora 
stressed that there is a spiritual dimension to having an effective kitchen system in 
place to manage the kitchen, meal preparation, the pantry, and even tastefully recycling 
leftovers.  We need to find the divine in the kitchen, because, as St. Josemaría said, 
“There is something holy, something divine, hidden in the most ordinary situations, 
and it is up to each of you to discover it.” (Passionately Loving the World, 52)   As we 
lovingly prepare meals for our families, putting care even into little details, like smiling 
as we serve, we create opportunities not only for nutritious food, but also for family 
time together at the table to bond, communicate, and teach virtues. 

Moving to the material dimension of culinary systems, Dora affirmed the importance 
of establishing kitchen routines that help keep the kitchen in good running order, such 
as “clean as you go,” and the value of putting effort into the presentation of the meal.  
She shared several practical tips, including a questionnaire (more like an “examination 
of kitchen conscience”!) on meal and grocery habits, analyzing which daily meal is 
most challenging to prepare, the frequency of eating out, and what the one thing 
would be that would make mealtimes easier and more pleasant.

Dora emphasized the mindset that even if running a family kitchen requires work on 
many details, it can be done in a fun, stress-free, and inspiring way that culminates 
with a happy Mom and a happy home as well.  Attendees took that to heart as they 
exchanged notes and experiences, going home in high spirits, ready to experiment with 
many new ideas for running a great family kitchen!

~ Carmen Atonio

Marie 
Kondo My 
Kitchen – 
Please!

During this season of joyful anticipation of the 
birth of our Lord, WIT presents Jesus as Friend 
by Salvatore Canals.  With several short chapters 
perfect for incorporating into prayer, Jesus as Friend 
is an instrumental means for getting to know Christ 
and building a relationship with him.  Reflecting 
the book’s value as a basic guide to the interior life, 
three of our readers have contributed reviews on it.

“Jesus as Friend is a great first book for anyone just 
starting out in spiritual reading, because it explains 
so clearly the different steps in growing in your 
spiritual life.  For the same reason, it’s also very 
helpful for more experienced spiritual readers – it 
reminds the reader why we need to grow spiritually, 
and it methodically refocuses your attention on 
the different aspects of spiritual life.  As an added 
bonus, it’s quite witty in places.  One line that made 
me laugh is, ‘The virtue of humility is a humiliated 
virtue,’ referring to its lack of popularity.  I have 
underlined and written notes throughout my copy 
of the book, and I keep going back to certain 
chapters, especially the ones on the Eucharist and 
the examination of conscience.” – HJ

“Jesus as Friend is an easy-to-read book on ascetical 
struggle.  It helped me a lot to leap from a spiritual 
plateau.  This book gives clear and direct points on 
basic topics of the interior life, in light of the spirit 
of the Work, including common difficulties and 
how to resolve them.” – TE

“For those of us who find some spiritual reading 
books dry and difficult to keep up with, Jesus as 
Friend is the perfect antidote.  Written in very 
simple prose, each chapter is a bite-sized meditation 
on an element of holiness, and how each of these 
pieces of our lives can bring us closer to Christ.  
It’s incredibly accessible, and yet it doesn’t sacrifice 
profundity for simplicity.  It reminds us that the 
more we know Christ, meeting him in the Gospels, 
the Eucharist, and our prayer, the more authentic 
our Christianity becomes.  This is one of the 
standards I recommend to people who are dipping 
their toes into spiritual reading for the first time or 
to those who don’t have the time or brain space for 
Aquinas.”  – DR

Jesus as Friend 
by Salvatore Canals

Book Nook – Christian Formation through Spiritual Reading

“Reading has made many saints.” –  St. Josemaría

Fr. George was a long-time priest of Opus Dei in California.  
Born in Boston, he studied physics at Harvard before joining 
the Work.  He was asked to study for the priesthood in 
Rome, and after ordination, spent several years serving as 
a priest in the US.  In 1982, he moved to San Francisco.  
Along with administering to the spiritual needs of the 
faithful of the Work in the area, Fr. George served in the 
internal government of Opus Dei as vicar of the region of 
California for 20 years.  After leaving San Francisco for New 
York in 2002, he moved to Australia in 2003, where he again 
served as regional vicar.

 In 2008, he suffered a massive stroke, which left him 
partially paralyzed.  He regained some movement, and for 
many years taught intensive theology courses to married men 
and married women.  He continued teaching until 2017, long 
after he could no longer drive.  In 2018, his health rapidly 
deteriorated, precipitating his move into a nursing home, 
where he continued living until his death.

Fr. Matt Bloomer, a priest of the Work from the US who 
is serving in Australia, gave the homily at the funeral, and 
commented that he was the person in Australia who had 
worked the longest with Fr. George, starting in 1982 in 
northern California.  Alluding to Fr. George’s inexorable 
slide into loss of function during his illness, including the 
loss of speech in his last two years, Fr. Matt noted that the 
elder priest concelebrated his last Mass on the Feast of the 
Immaculate Conception, December 8, 2019.  He continued, 
“…the Mass he had to carry out now… was in his own 
flesh… in his weakness… in his inability to talk.  Perhaps… 
he was more identified with Jesus Christ during those last 
two years than any other moment of his life.  His life had 
become one continuous Mass,” yet he accepted God’s will 
without complaining about his condition.

Agnes Barnard, who worked in the nursing home where 
Fr. George lived, gave the eulogy.  She remarked, “One of 
the best gifts America gave us was exporting Fr. George to 
Australia,” and she later observed, “I truly felt the family 
spirit of the Work when I saw visitors streaming through 
the nursing home, always keeping Fr. George company at 
each meal.”  Throughout his life, until he was no longer able, 
Fr. George loved teaching theology, as demonstrated by the 
voluminous notes he distributed to his students.  Referring 
to his dedication to educating others about the faith, Agnes 
concluded, “We all have learned so much from Fr. George, 
but it was in the last few years of his life that I learned 
the most, that inspired me most… It was seeing his full 
humanity in all its frailty that made me see more of Christ in 
him, that made me see a true son of our Father, a true son of 
our Lord.”

God rest your soul, faithful son and teacher.

Fr. George M. Rossman, a Catholic priest of the Prelature of Opus Dei, died in Sydney, Australia, on 
October 10, 2021, after a long illness.  He was 84 years old.  In a note written the day Fr. George died, 
the Prelate, Monsignor Fernando Ocáriz, cited his example of fidelity and apostolic zeal, saying, “Our 
Lord used his health problems to prepare him to enter heaven after a long life of fruitful dedication.”

A Teacher to the End

In Memoriam: Fr. George Rossman

On Christmas
The Opus Dei website, www.opusdei.org , is an extensive resource to help us grow in our spiritual 
lives and our relations with others.  The site offers videos, articles, news, and testimonials on a 
variety of topics, all aimed at strengthening our relationship with Christ and with those around us.  
As we prepare for the coming of the Christ child, WIT highlights Why do We Celebrate 
Christmas?, an article in “Resources for Christian Formation” from the “Christian Life” section of 
the website.  The article is an excellent aid for mental prayer on Christmas and its meaning for us as 
Christians.  It explains various aspects of Christmas, with accompanying quotes from St. Josemaría 
to contemplate in prayer.

An opening quote from Pope Francis sets the tone for the article:  “If we want to celebrate 
Christmas authentically, we need to contemplate this sign:  the frail simplicity of a tiny newborn 
child, the meekness with which he is placed in a manger, the tender affection with which he is 
wrapped in his swaddling clothes.  That is where God is.”

The article goes on to explore several topics, like the meanings of Christmas and the Epiphany, 
and why we celebrate Christmas on December 25.  The quotes from St. Josemaría help to place us 
within Christmas, right next to baby Jesus:  “Make your way to Bethlehem, go up to the Child, take 
him in your arms and dance, say warm and tender things to him, press him close to your heart… — 
I am not talking childish nonsense:  I am speaking of love!  And love is shown with deeds.  In the 
intimacy of your soul, you can indeed hug him tight!” (The Forge, 345)

To read “Why do We Celebrate Christmas?” in its entirety, go to
https://opusdei.org/en/article/why-celebrate-christmas/

Reaping Treasure from the Opus Dei WebsiteReaping Treasure from the Opus Dei Website
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